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Abstract 
The multi-period portfolio selection problem has been attracting tremendous in-
terests of research in the last fifty years, due to its importance in both theoretical study 
and financial practice. In this thesis, we consider such a problem with fixed transaction 
cost under the utility maximization framework. Different from the existing results, 
which are mainly based on the continuous-time model, we study the discrete-time opti-
mal portfolio rebalancing problem where the fixed transaction cost is charged when the 
position on the risky asset is changed. To overcome the difficulties on utilizing the dy-
namic programming, we propose one type of pre-commitment policy for such a problem 
as sub-optimal rebalancing policies, i.e., i) the rebalancing opportunity is pre-fixed at 
some intermediate point from the initial planning of the investment, and ii) the amount 
of the adjustment on the risky asset is pre-fixed at the beginning of investment. The 
optimal control policy is parameterized by the rebalancing instant or the amount of the 
adjustment. Furthermore, we develop efficient computational procedures to compute 
such policies. Besides these parameterized sub-optimal policies, we further study the 
optimal rebalancing policy when the investment horizon is short. Based on the expe-
rience of dealing with short horizon cases, we propose a method to approximate the 
cost-to-go function so as to extend the dynamic programming technique to any finite 
horizon problems. Moreover, by using the property of exponential-K convexity func-
tion, which is proposed in this work, we find out that the optimal policy for a revised 
version of our model is quite similar to the one for dynamic inventory control models. 
Keywords : multi-period portfolio selection, fixed transaction cost, parameterized 
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Literature Review and Model 
Description 
This chapter is devoted to the literature review on the optimal portfolio selection 
problenl and the detailed description of our luodel. Modern portfolio theory considers 
the optimal allocation of wealth among financial instruments to maximize expected 
return under a specified amount of risk, or equivalently, to minimize risk for a given 
level of expected return. The original matheluatical fornlulation was proposed by Harry 
Markowitz ([1],[2]) in the 1950's. Many researchers have been extending his results and 
modifying the nlodel during the past few decades. The major milestones in this field 
will be briefly summarized in Section 1.1. Moreover, the concept of utility in economics 
and decision theory also provides a luore general approach to the optiIllal portfolio 
selection strategy. The principle of expected utility maximization states that a rational 
investor, when faced with a choice among different investment instruments, tends to 
select a portfolio which maxinlizes his expected utility of wealth and consunlption 
([3]). The utility approach is a more accurate and direct portrayal of the investor's 
preference in seeking return and restricting risk. The application of utility theory in 
portfolio selection will be presented in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3, we describe all the 
assumptions and formulations of our model in details. 
1 
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1.1 Portfolio theory under mean-variance framework 
In both academia and real practice, portfolio selection has been a significant re-
search topic in the field of optimization and modern finance. Among various mathemat-
ical nlodels and analytical tools developed in the past 60 years, the breakthrough work 
of Markowitz ([1], [2]) in building the mean-variance framework has clearly delineated 
the theoretical background for the subsequent development of Inodern portfolio theory 
and the practice of financial institutions. As Markowitz himself put it in his Nobel 
Prize lecture, "At the time I defended my dissertation, portfolio theory was not part of 
Econonlics. But now it is." The Markowitz model seeks the optimal balance between 
the expected rate of return and the volatility of the risky assets in the portfolio. The 
aim of the investor is to confine the risk, which is quantified by volatility, under certain 
prespecified level and meanwhile maximize the expected return; or minimize the risk 
while guaranteeing satisfactory expected rate of return. Specifically, the mean-variance 
Inodel is fornlulated into the following optimization problelns. 
P(RE) min a2 - xTVx p 
s.t. xTl 1 
xTR RE· 
or 
P(aE) max Rp - xTR 
s.t. xTl - 1 
xTVx 2 aE' 
where x is an n-column vector whose nonnegative entry Xi is the proportion of the i-th 
asset in the portfolio; R is an n-cohllnn vector of Inean rate of return of each asset; \l 
is the n x n rnatrix denoting covariance between each pair of feasible assets; RE and 
aE are the target levels of return rate and risk respectively. 
These two criteria lead to the exact formula of efficient frontier, according to which 
the investor tailors his portfolio. The core concept verified by the theoretical results is 
diversification. While choosing assets for hi~ portfolio, the investor should consider the 
correlation among all the feasible financial instruments instead of the feature unique to 
a certain particular asset. Facing risk in the future, the 'investor prefers to diversifying 
his portfolio so as to reduce the irnpact of volatility. 
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Under :Nlarkowitz's fralnework, optimization tools have been widely applied to deal 
with such bi-objective progranlming problem. The subsequent decades since 1959 wit-
nessed great developlnent of the basic franlework into practical guidance for investrnent 
behavior. A great deal of detail ~as been filled in and the original model is modified 
and extended in lnany directions. For example, the Mean-Senlivariance model was 
firstly proposed by Markowitz ([1]) and Mao ([4]). It was introduced to depict the 
phenoll1enon that most of the investors were only concerned with the risk of return be-
ing below mean. The Mean-absolute-deviation model was firstly considered ' by Konno 
and Yamazaki ([5]). This model quantified the risk of portfolio as the mean-absolute 
deviation. The fonnulation resulted in an LP problem instead of a quadratic program-
nling problem. The Nlean-variance-skewness model, suggested by Samuelson ([6]), was 
a basic extension of 111ean-variance model. It took the third monlent of the return 
distribution into account for portfolio selection problem. However, it was quite difficult 
to estinlate higher mOlnents. 
Coming back to the classical mean-variance model , the analytical expression of the 
single-period solution and efficient frontier was derived by Markowitz ([1]) 'and Nlerton 
([7]). The famous "two nlutual fund theorenl" was derived. It verifies that any portfolio 
on the efficient frontier can be generated with another two portfolios on the frontier. 
Naturally, the model was also extended to the multi-period framework. It models 
the real investment world more closely and is extensively used for practical purposes in 
financial industry. While applying dynamic programming to find the optinlal analytical 
solution, it has been proven to be a difficult task due to the existence of a nonlinear tenn 
E(V (T))2 in the objective function. The breakthrough work for cracking this difficulty 
in discrete time and continuous tinle were completed by Li and Ng ([8]) and Zhou 
and Li ([9]). They used an embedding technique and brilliantly derived the analytical 
solution and efficient frontier for multi-period framework. 
After that, numerous extensions related to the dynamic mean-variance portfolio 
selection problem have been exploited. One important category is the introduction 
of management fee and transaction cost. Th~y are incurred when lnoney allocation 
among different assets is rebalanced in reality. Due to the charge of money every time 
the investor rebalances his portfolio, the optimal number of adjustments is also linlited. 
Yoshimoto A. ([10]) considered the portfolio optimization problem in the presence of 
transaction cost using the mean-variance approach. The transaction cost in his work 
was assumed to be a V-shaped function of the difference between the old portfolio a.nd 
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the new one. The ilnpact of transaction cost was investigated by the author. Nonlinear 
progralnming technique was employed to solve the problem. Wang and Xia ([11]) inves-
tigated the basic mean-variance portfolio selection problem subject to transaction cost 
and no short sales. The transaction cost in their book ,was assumed to be a V-shape 
function as well. Some properties of the efficient portfolio and efficient frontier were 
discussed in their book. An interaction method requiring pair-wise comparison of pref-
erence was presented. Another way to deal with transaction cost is to add additional 
constraints. In Gao, Li and Wang's paper ([12]), portfolio selection with management 
fee of a setup cost nature was considered under discrete time n1ean-variance optimiza-
tion framwork. The management fee !vI would be charged if money was invested on the 
risky asset. The number of time periods where investment in risky assets was allowed 
was limited. That problem was tern1ed as time cardinality constrained mean-variance 
dynalnic portfolio selection problem (TCCMV). The analytical optimal portfolio policy 
and the closed-form expression of the efficient mean-variance frontier were derived. 
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1.2 Portfolio theory under utility-maximizing framework 
Besides the Inean-variance framework, the expected utility theory, firstly proposed 
by von NeUUlanu and Morgenstern in their formulation of game theory, also dominated 
the field of portfolio selection. In general, the introduction of variance is actually 
a quadratic approximation to a general utility function. Levy and Markowitz ([13]) 
showed elnpirically that the selection of portfolios by the mean-variance standard was 
alulost the sanle as the selection by using expected utility for different utility ' functions 
and historical distributions of returns. 
Utility theory provided another way of establishing "measurable utility" and play 
an influential role in the development of economics and management science as well. It 
is proven that if preferences of investors are consistent with a set of axioms then it is 
reasonable to represent the preferences by the expectation of a certain utility function. 
Regularly-used utility function includes piece-wise linear function, quadratic func-
tion, exponential function, logarithm function, etc. In financial economics, the utility 
function of nloney usually possess the following properties: 
• non-satiation (u' > 0) and concave in the positive region (u" < 0), reflecting the 
phenomenon of diIninishing Inarginal utility; 
• bounded and asymnletric about the origin. 
The choice of utility function reflects the attitude towards risk of the investor. 
Judging by the behavior of an particular person, he is either risk-averse, risk neutral or 
risk-seeking. The measures of risk aversion are divided into the following 2 categories. 
1. Absolute risk aversion 
The Arrow-Pratt nleasure of absolute risk-aversion (ARA), also known as the 
coefficient of absolute risk aversion, is defined as 
u"(x) 
A(x) = - u'(x) . 
The functions related to this category are 
(a) Constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) 
For expone.ntial utility function u(x) = 1 - exp( -AX), 
u"(x) 
A(x) = - u'(x) = A. 
It is a constant for any value of x in the domain. 
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(b) Hyperbolic absolute risk aversion (HARA) 
If the absolute risk aversion of a utility is a hyperbolic function, i.e. 
ull (x) 1 
A (x) = - u' (x) = ax + b ' 
then it is said to exhibits HARA. 
(c) Decreasing/increasing absolute risk aversion (DARA/IARA) 
By definition, this means the ARA of the utility function is decreasing or 
increasing. For example, DARA satisfies 
A'( ) = - u'(x)ulll(x) - [ul/(x)J2 0 III ( ) 0 X [u'(x)J2 < {:} u x < . 
An COlnlnon example of DARA is 
u(x) = log(x). 
2. Relative risk aversion 
The Arrow-Pratt measure of relative risk-aversion (RRA) , also known as the 
coefficient of relative risk aversion, is defined as 
xul/ (x) 
R(x) = xA(x) = - u'(x) . 
In this case, utility is not strictly convex/concave over all x. One exanlple is 
x 1- p 
u(x) = --. 
1-p 
Before the derivation of closed-form solution by Li and Ng under nlean-variance 
framework, most of the work in multi-period portfolio selection was focusing on the 
maxilnization of expected utility of the tenninal wealth and/or intennediate consunlp-
tion. The most important applications of increasing or decreasing ARA or H,RA ap-
peared in the context of forming a portfolio with one risky asset and one risk-free asset. 
In Merton's paper ([14]), the Merton portfolio problem was first fonnulated. It inves-
tigated the continuous-time optimal portfolio selection for an investor investing frolll 
time 0 to T. Without loss of generality, only one riskfree banking account and one 
risky asset were available for investors, and the price of the stock followed lognorlna.l 
distribution. Equivalently, the risky asset's rate of return was a geolnetric Brownian 
nlotion with expected rate of return J.-L and rate of return variation 0'2. The ahn of the 
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optirnization problen1 was to Ina..~ilnize the total utility of intermediate consumption 
Hnd tern1inal wealth . In 111athen1atical terrrls, the objective was 
~~~ E[ioT exp( -fS )u(cs)ds + exp( -fT)u(XT)J, 
subject to the wea.lth dynan1ic 
where the decision variable et and 7ft denoted the consumption and the proportion 
invested in the risky asset at time t; € was the discount rate; r was the risk-free return 
rate; (Il, a) were the expected return and volatility of the stock market and dBt was 
the \Viener process incren1ent. The utility function is chosen to be CRRA 
x l - p 
u(x) = --. 1-p 




- A(l + (A - 1) exp( -A(T - t)))-IXt. 
In plain language, the optin1al behavior for the investor is to invest a constant 
proportion of total wealth in the risky asset and consume at a rate proportional to the 
total wealth. The investor had to re-balance his portfolio continuously to make sure 
the mix proportion is optiInal. If we plot the Inoney in the banking account against the 
Inoney in the risky asset, the optiInal proportion can be represented by an straight line 
passing the origin- the Merton line, along which the investor should keep his portfolio. 
If choosing CARA to be the utility function, e.g. u(x) = 1-exp( -AX), it was found 
out that the optimal consumption rate was still linear in wealth, but not a constant 
proportion any more, and the total amount of money invested in the risky asset was 
constant, instead of the proportion of total wealth. 
Various extensions of the Merton portfolio problem have been developed in revising 
the settings to better describe the reality and reveal insights. In practice, the investor 
doesn't re-balance his portfolio continuo~sly partly due to the existence of transaction 
cost and management fee. 
For proportional transaction costs, some initial work was cOlnpleted by Constan-
tinides ([15],[16]). Davis and Norman studied the forn1al analysis in their paper ([17]). 
The basic setup was the same as in Merton's 1969 paper except for the introduction of 
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transaction cost proportional to the transaction amount. Specifically, the unit price of 
the stock Pt followed geometric Brownian motion, 
dPt = Pt [j.tdt + adzt]. 
Purchasing one stock share costs (1 + a)Pt , and selling one share returns (1 - b)Pt , 
where a, b 2:: 0 is the proportion coefficient of the transaction cost. 
The main results is shown as in the following figure: 
16 / 
upper bounda/ J~TtonLine(SIOpe ~ rr; /(I-,,;) 
/' l~ 
./ . .--:----/ ~--~. 
~~~ 
°O~~~--~--~J----~'--~~----~6--~7----~--~--~'O 
So (holdings in banking account) 
Figure 1.1 : No transaction wedge 
Under sonle well-posedness condition, the existence of no-transaction region was 
necessary in the presence of transaction cost since the continuous re-balancing suggested 
by Merton cost too much. As shown in Figure 2.1, if the point in the 81 - 82 plane 
representing the current portfolio falls in the wedging area, then no transaction is 
needed; otherwise, the investor should rebalance the portfolio to the closest point on 
the boundary. Thus, in the presence of proportional transaction costs the portfolio 
space can be divided into three disjoint cones, which are tenned as the buying region , 
the selling region, and the no-transaction region. Lacking the explicit expressi~n of the 
upper and lower boundaries, Davis and Norrnan ([17]) I?rovided the nlunericaJ luethod 
to compute such boundaries. 
Besides Davis and Norman's work ([17]), there are still nlany researches targeting 
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the portfolio optirnization with transaction cost. It worthy to rnention the following 
works. 
DUlllHS and Luciano ([18]) obtained a sinlilar result to Davis and Norman's work. 
They postponed the final stage further to provide a stationary portfolio selection rule. 
The closed-fonn solution showed that the rule was characterized by two control barri-
ers. These two barriers represented the maximum and minimum degrees of tolerable 
portfolio imbalance. 
Shreve and Soner ([19]) derived a complete solution to the infinite horizon con-
tinuous tin1e optin1al consun1ption problen1 in a n1arket with one risky asset and one 
banking account in the presence of proportional transaction cost. The utility function 
in their paper was either xP /p or log(x). They verified the claim that no matter what 
the 1110del para111eters were, the proportion of wealth invested in the risky asset re-
111ained in an interval whose barriers depended on all the parameters, but not on the 
wealth. The approach initiated from the concept of viscosity solutions to Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equations. In the appendix of their paper, the sensitivity of the 
cost-to-go function was proven to be of the order to the 2/3 power of the transaction 
cost. 
M. Akian ([20]) investigated the multi risky assets case for finite horizon portfolio 
selection probleln in the presence of proportional transaction cost. Dynalnic program-
lning was employed in their paper to result in a parabolic variational inequality for the 
cost-to-go function. The inequality was solved using a numerical rebalancing policies 
iteration algorithm based on multigrid n1ethods. They showed how the "no-transaction 
region" would be modified in function of the transaction cost and of the time relllaining 
before final investment stage. The effect of transaction cost on the optima policy was 
also presented through graphs in the mean-variance plane. 
Furthermore, Liu and Loewenstein ([21]) studied the optimal trading strategy for 
a CRRA investor who paid proportional transaction cost . Closed form solution was 
obtained when the final date T followed Erlang distribution. The results were also 
extended to the situation when the final date is deterministic. The optilnal policy for 
the Erlang-distributed horizon case converged to the detenninistic horizon case. The 
optimal rebalancing policy was asserted to depend on the horizon and lnost of the tin1e 
the investor bought and hold. Moreover, the optimal behavior for the investors might 
be avoiding investing 'on risky assets even when the risk prelniu111 was high. Dai and 
Vi's w~rk ([22]) approached a similar problem using the partial differential equation 
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Inethod. They revealed that the problem was equivalent to a parabolic double obstacle 
problenl which involved two free barriers that corresponded to the optimal buying and 
selling policies respectively. 
Besides proportional transaction costs, fixed transaction cost is also introduced 
into the Inodel. The problem was addressed by Eastham and Hastings in ·1988 ([23)). 
It was formulated as an impulse control problem over a finite time interval. Thus only 
piecewise constant portfolios were admissible. The optimal cost-to-go function at each 
period was characterized as the solution to a quasi-variational inequalities. In contrast 
to the preceding papers, their optimal strategies was made up of finitely many actions 
on finite time intervals. A numerical solution method was given by Schroder in 1995 
([24]) . 
Ralf Korn ([25]) took up the direction of the silnilar approach and refined the 
results. Transaction costs in their model included a fixed and a proportional cost com-
ponent. Moreover, they offered a formal optimal stopping approach and an approach 
using quasi variational ineq uali ties. 
Oksendal and Suleln ([26]) also considered a Inarket consisting of one riskfree 
asset and one risky asset in the presence of both proportional and fixed transaction 
cost. At any time t the investor was optional to choose a consumption rate c(t) ~ O. 
If the investor decided to buy L shares of stock, he had to pay a fixed cost k ~ 0 
together with a cost AL proportional to the transaction size. Sinlilarly, If the investor 
decided to sell M shares of stock, he had to pay a fixed cost K ~ 0 together with 
a cost J-LM proportional to the transaction size. This probleln was formulated as a 
combined stochastic control impulse control probleln, which was transfornled into a 
(nonlinear) quasivariational Hamilton-Jacobi-Belhnan inequality (QVHJBI). The cost-
to-go function was proved to be the unique viscosity solution of this QVI-IJBI. 
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1.3 Model Description 
This thesis considers the optinlal luulti-pcriod portfolio rebalancing policy for an 
investor who invests all his money in two financial instruments: one risk-free banking 
account and one risky asset (e.g. stock). Given a finite planning horizon t = 1,2, ... , T, 
the banking account is paying a fixed rate of return r > 1 each period, and the stock 
price per share St at the end of each period follows independent identical normal dis-
tribution with expected value mo and variance (72. Unlike most of the models in the 
existing literature, our nl0del chooses shares of the stock in the portfolio as the decision 
variable, instead of its proportion in the portfolio, and the stock price follows normal 
distribution, instead of geoluetric Brownian Motion. It is also assumed that the stock 
can be bought or sold in arbitrary amounts (not restricted to be integral shares) and no 
constunption will be luadc during the planning horizon. The investor enters the market 
at tinle 0 with initial wealth Xo. The proble1u is to maximize the expected utility of 
the terminal wealth XT as nleasured by the utility function f (XT) = 1 - exp ( - >"XT ). At 
time 0, the investor buys (or shorts) u shares of the stock and allocates the rest of his 
money (xo - usa) to the banking account. In the consecutive T periods afterwards, the 
investor has limited number of options to rebalance his portfolio in the presence of fixed 
transaction cost K. The transaction cost will be incurred by any movement of nl0ney 
between the banking accounts and stock. Without loss of generality, we further assume 
that the investor is allowed to rebalance his portfolio at most once. After rebalancing, 
the nunlber of stock shares in the portfolio becolnes U. This model can be formulated 
into the following discrete time optimization problem. 
P(>..) max f(xT) = E[l - exp( ->"XT)] 
s.t. Xl = (xo - souJ)r + SI Ul 
Xt+l = (Xt - StUt+l - KO(Ut+l - Ut))r + St+lUt+l (t ~ 1) 
Ul = U, LO(Ut+l - ut,) ~ 1. 
t 
where Xt (t = 1,2, ... , T) stands for the total wealth of the portfolio at the end of period 
t and Ut (t = 1, 2, ... , T) stands for the number of stock shares in the portfolio during 
the t-th period. The indicator function o(x) is defined as 
. {I if x f:. 0; 
o(x) = 
o if x = O. 
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o 1 2 3 4 5 
Ul 
Xl 
Figure 1.2: Model Description 
The optinlal rebalancing policy for each period is derived based on the updated 
market information. Specifically, dynamic programming methodology is deployed to 
establish the explicit cost-to-go function and optimal rebalancing criteria at each in-
tennediate period. The cost-to-go function at the end of each stage t ~ 1 is defined to 
be Jt(Xt, ut). Since no consumption is incurred, the iterative equation for the Jt(Xt , ut) 
based on the principle of optinlality is 
Jr(Xr,ur) - 1- exp(-AXr); 
where U is the set of all adlnissible policy at the end of period t. 
In Davis and Norman's work, the investors need to observe the trend of the nlar-
ket continuously and make imlnediate rebalancing action to achieve optilnal portfolio. 
However, in reality, most investors don't possess the tilne and rnoney to conlplete such 
a tedious task. Nloreover, it is not convenient for the investor to construct his port-
folio to the exact allocation proportion given by their nlodel. In our work, we choose 
the number of stock shares as decision variables instead of the proportion of the total 
wealth invested on stocks. Moreover, our problenl is formulated under the discrete tilne 
framework. The number of rebalancing option is fixed and can only be executed at the 
end of some intermediate period. During most of the periods, the policy of the investor 
is to buy and hold. Compared with the existing literature, our nl0del tries to provide 
an easy-to-execute guide for the investment behavior of real world investors. 
However, due to the non-tractability, we focus on a suboptirnal probleln paralneter-
ized by the re balancing instant or the rebalancing amount. Specifically, the suboptimal 
problem is decomposed into two phases. At the first phase, we fix the value of it and 
the amount of change in stock shares !J. = U - U. If the investor needs to irnplcrncnt 
the rebalancing action, the amount of change !J. should be prespecified from initial 
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planning, independent with the updated infornlation. Under this assurnption, the ex-
plicit expression of the cost-to-go Jo(xo, u,~) at the beginning of the investment will 
be found out. At the second phase, we search for the optimal Jo(xo, u,~) with respect 
to parameters u and ~. The details will be presented in Chapter 2 
If the original problenl P(A) 'is not parameterized, the difficulty arises when we 
try to induce backwards to seek the explicit expression of cost-to-go function Jt(Xt, ud. 
Since the expression of Jt(xt, ud becomes piecewise and quite complicated after two 
periods, it is alnlost iInpossible to write out the closed-form of the optimal control 
policy. Therefore, the solution procedure cannot proceed sequentially from stage T to 
stage O. One way to nunlerically solve this problem is to approximate the cost-to-go 
using a silnple function with a form allowing the induction back to stage O. Byanalyzing 
horizons of2 period and 3 period cases, we propose to use the form l-exp(au2 +bu+c) 
as the approximate function. This part is covered in Chapter 3. 
Nloreover, enlightened by the dynamic inventory model, we try to apply the similar 
technique to our model. Although the result is not complete and satisfactory, we still 




In this chapter, we investigate the paralneterized optimal rebalancing strategy 
under the utility-maxinlization framework, i.e. the investor has an option to rebalance 
his holdings from u to u between the bank account and the risky asset (stock) at nlost 
once at the end point of some intennediate period. The optilnal policy is parameterized 
by the change of stock holdings from u to U. Without loss of generality, we suppose that 
the investor can only increase or decrease the initial nUlllber of stock shares u by the 
same amount ~. More importantly, to ensure the problem to be tractable, we assurne 
that ~ is a parameter independent of the newly updated information (e.g. St, xt, ... ). 
That is to say, it is fixed as a constant at time O. The investor plans to rebalance his 
initial stock holdings u once by the amount of ~. If he determines to implement the 
control action at tilne t, the holdings on stocks during next period Ut+l is either u + ~ 
or u -~. We reformulate the problem as below. 
P(A; u,~) max JT(XT, UT) = 1 - exp( -AXT) 
s.t. Xl = (XO - sQudr + SI Ul 
Xt+l = r(Xt - K8(Ut+l - Ut)) + (St+l - rSdUt+l (t ~ 1) 
Ul = U, Ut+l = Ut ± 8(Ut+l - 'Ut)~ 
L 8(Ut+l - ud $ l. 
t 
In Section 2.1 , rebalancing instants are pre-specified. The process of searching for 
the optimal rebalancing instant to is an open-loop process. In Section 2.2, the closed-
14 
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loop policy and the solution algorithrn are proposed. The optimal rebalancing strategy 
at each period and the optimal value of u and!:::. will be found out. In Section 2.3, 
nurnerical exalnples an,d son1e observation are presented to illustrate the computational 
aspect of this problen1. 
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2.1 An open-loop policy of the T-horizon model 
In this section, we consider the open-loop policy of the multi-period portfolio op-
tilnization problem P(>..; il, ~). The solution scheme is decomposed into two steps. 
Firstly, we fix the rebalancing instant to and express the corresponding cost-to-go 
Jo(xo, il,~) at time 0 in terms of (il, ~). The barrier of the "no-rebalancing interval" 
at tinle to, which depends upon the knowledge of current stock price St~, is determined 
by directly comparing the cost-to-go of different decisions (namely increase ~ shares, 
decrease ~ shares or forfeit the option). Secondly, we compare the optimal cost-to-go 
Jo(xo, il,~) for all admissible to and seek the optimal re-balancing instant to and the 
corresponding Ja (xo, il, ~) I to . 
To record the number of remaining control option at the end of the t-th period, 
we introduce an extra state variables Yt. The value of nonnegative variable Yt (t ~ 1) 
is defined in the following recursive equations. 
Yl 1, 
Yt+l - Yt - 8(Ut+l - ut}. 
\Vith the new state variable Yt added, P(>"j il,~) can be reformulated in the fol-
lowing way, 
max JT(XT, UT, YT) = 1 - exp( ->"XT) (u,.6,to) 
s.t. Xl = (xo - soudr + SI Ul 
Xt+l = r(Xt - K8(Ut+l - ut}) + (St+l - rst}Ut+l (t ~ 1) 
Ul = il, Ut+l = Ut ± 8(Ut+l - Ut)~ 
Yl = 1, Yt ~ 0 
Yt+l = Yt - 8(Ut+l - ut}. 
Firstly we fix the rebalancing instant at time to and apply the backward dynarnic 
programming technique starting from the end of final period T. The boundary cost-
to-go function at time T is assu111ed to be exponential utility JT( ~J.:T, UT, YT) = 1 -
exp( ->"XT). Inducing one period backwards to tillle T - 1, we only Heed to take 
the expected value with respect to the randolll variable Sr since no decision needs to 
be made. This becornes JT-l(XT-l,UT-l,YT-l) = E[Jr(XT,Ur,YT)). This induction 
manner is valid until time to + 1 because no rebalancing is allowed during these periods 
and the policy for the investor is to buy and hold by assu111ption. The closed-forlll 
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cost-ta-go at the end of each period between to and T can be written out due to the 
well behavior of stock price's nonnal distribution. The result is summarized in the 
following theoren1. 
Theorem 1 For exponential utility function JT (XT, UT, YT) = 1 - exp ( - )..XT) and nor-
mally distributed stock price St r-..I N (mo, 0'), assume that no re- balancing is allowed 
star'ting from time to to final stage T, then the cost-to-go function Jt(Xt, Ut, Yt) after 
tin7.e to (t = to + 1, ... , T) can be expressed as follows, 
JT(XT, UT, YT) 
Jt(Xt, Ut, Yt) 
- 1 - exp( -)..XT), 
\2 2 
( ).. T-t /\ 0' 2)..( T-t)) - 1 - exp - Xt r + -2-Ut - mo - r St Ut 
(t = to + 1, to + 2, ... , T - 1), 
where Uto+l = 1Lto+2 = ... = lLT = U, and U is the number of stock shares in the portfolio 
after optimal rebalancing action has been implemented at time to. 
Proof: The expression for JT(XT, UT, YT) follows directly from the assumption of 
the 1110del. 
For t = T -1, T - 2, ... , to + 1, we induce backwards following the Bellman principle 
of optin1ality. 
Since no rebalancing option is granted between tin1e to and T - 1 under the as-
sumption, the admissible control set U is empty and the nUluber of stock shares held 
in the portfolio remains unchanged (Uto+l = ... = UT-l = UT = u). Substituting XT 
with the wealth dynamic XT = rXT-l + (ST - rST-t)uT, we have 
JT-l (XT-l, UT-I, YT-t) - E[l - exp( -)..XT)] 
- 1 - exp( -)..XT-Ir + )..rST-IUT-t) E[exp( -)..STUT-J)] 
)..20'2 
- 1 - exp( -)..XT-lr + -2-U}-1 - )..(mo :..... rST-t)uT-J). 
Inductively, if Jt+l (Xt+l, Ut+l, Yt+t) = 1- exp( -)..Xt+lrT-t-1 + )..22u2 UF+l - )..(mo-
rT-t-lst+t)Ut+l), and Ut+l = Ut = U, then 
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• 
At tiIne to, the investor has an option to re-balance his holdings at the expense of 
transaction cost K. Fronl the Bellrnan principle of optirnality, the cost-to-go function 
at tilne to is defined as below, 
The admissible policy set U is {u, u+~, u-~}. We further classified the cost-to-go 
into two categories based on whether or not the option is implemented. 
Jto (Xto' Uto' Yto) = max( Jto (Xto' Uto' Yto), Jto (Xto' Uto, Yto)), 
where J( x to' Uto , Yto) denotes the cost- to-go of forfei ting the option and Jto (x to' Uta, Yto) 
denotes the cost-to-go of implenlenting the option. By conlparing different outcomes 
corresponding to different choices, we can obtain the optimal control policy at stage to. 
The optilnal rebalancing policy is characterized by the value of Sto' 
First of all, we apply dynanlic programming technique to derive the expression for 
Jto (x to , U to , Y to ) . 
Theorem 2 Assume that the investor determines to rebalance his holdings at time 
t. Then ~ shares should be increased if the current stock price satisfies St < St = 
mort- T - )"(12urt-T; otherwise the investor should decrease ~ shares. 
. Proof: At tinle t, we denote the cost-to-go function of the two possible outc0111eS 
(increase holdings by ~ shares or decrease holdings by ~ shares) as Jl(xt, Ut, yt} and 
"2 Jt (Xt, Ut, yt} respectively. Then, 
Since the investor has deternlined to execute his option at tilne t, no adjustnlent will 
be allowed after period t. Fronl Theorem 3, the cost-to-go at tinle t + 1 is 
)..2(12 
J ( ) 1 ( ' T-t-1 2 '( T-t-1 ) ) t+1 Xt+1, Ut+1, Yt+1 = - exp - AXt+1 r + -2-Ut+1 - A mo - r St+1 Ut+1 . 
By backward dynamic prograI?ming, we can conclude that 
"1 Jt (Xt, Ut, yt} E[Jt+1 (Xt+1, Ut+1, Yt+dl 
)..2 2 
1 - E[exp( -)..Xt+l rT- t- 1 + TUZ+1 - )..Cmo - rT-t-lSt_I_t)Ut+t))] 
)..2(12 
- 1 - exp( -)..rT-tXt + )..rT-t}( + -2-(u + ~)2 - )..(7no - ,/,T-tSt.)(fi + ~)). 
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Note that in the equation above, we have substituted Ut+l by (u + ~) and Xt+l by the 
wealth dynalnic Xt+l = (Xt - I( - (u + ~)sdr + (u + ~)St+l' 
SiInilar ly, 
,. A2a2 
J'[(Xt, Ut, yd = 1 - exp( -ArT-txt + ArT - t I( + --(u - ~)2 - A(mo - rT-tSt)(u - ~)). 
2 
The investor needs to compare Jl (Xt, Ut, yd and Jl(xt, Ut, yd to determine whether 
he should increase the holdings or decrease the holdings. 
A2 a2 
-2-(u + ~)2 - A(mo - rT-t'St)(u +~) 
A2a2 
< --(u - ~)2 - A(mo - rT-tSt)(u - ~) 
2 
{=} St < St = mort- T - Aa2urt-T. 
Therefore, if St < st, and the investor decides to rebalance, then the investor should 
increase the initial shares by the amount of ~; if St > St, and the investor decides to 
rebalance, then the investor should decrease the initial shares by the amount of ~. 
,. {Jl(Xt,ut,Yt) ifst<st; 
Jt(xt, Ut , yd = 
J'[(Xt, Ut, Yt) if St > St· 
• 
Remark Fron1 the expression of Jt(Xt, Ut, Yt), we can claim that if the stock price 
St at time t is higher than the threshold St = mort- T - Aa2urt- T , the investor chooses 
to sell his stock by the amount of ~ shares, otherwise the investor chooses to buy 
more stocks by the amount of ~ shares. This strategy seems myopic because only the 
current stock price St is considered in the decision process and the market condition is 
stationary. It is reasonable to buy low and sell high in the real n1arket. 
In addition, the expressions for Jt(xt,Ut,Yt), Jl(xt,ut,Yt), J'[(Xt,Ut,Yt) and St in 
the following part of this thesis will be the salne as described in Theorenl 2 above. 
At tirne to, the investor seeks for the best strategy. If he chooses to forfeit his 
option, that means the shares of stock remain to be u within the whole horizon (Ut = 
il, t = 1,2, ... , T - 1, T), and Xto+l = (Xto - USto)r + USto+l. 
Jto (Xto' Uto' Yto) - E[Jto+l (Xto+l, Uto+l, Yto+t)J 
. A2a2 
- 1 - exp( -ArT-toxto + -2-u2 - A(mo - rT-toSto)u). 
Next, we compare Jto (Xto' Uto' Yto) and Jto (Xto' Uto' Yto) case by case to detern1ine 
whether or not the investor should re-balance. 
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Case (I) 
Jto (Xto, Uta, Yto) > Jto (Xto, Uta, Yto) 
,\2(12 
<=> -2-ii? - '\(mo - rT-to Sto)U 
,\2(12 
< '\rT-to K + -2-(U + ~)2 - '\(mo - rT-toSto)(u +~) 
,,1 _ - K ,\(12 A to-T 
<=> Sto > Sto - Sto - ~ - TL.\r . 
Case (11) 
Jto (Xto' Uta, Yto) > Jto (Xto' Uta, Yto) 
,\2(12 
<=> -2-u2 - '\(mo - rT-to Sto)U 
,\2(12 
< '\rT-to K + -2-(U - ~)2 - '\(mo - rT-toSto)(U -~) 
,,2 _ - K ,\(12 A ' to-T 
<=> Sto < Sto - Sto + !J. + TL.\r . 
To summarize, 
'f "2 1 Sto > Sto' 
where 
,,1 _ - _ I( _ ,\(12 A to-T 
S to - S to ~ 2 L.\ r , 
,,2 _ - ]( ,\(12 A to-T 
S to - S to + ~ + T L.\ r . 
(2.1) 
We can see that the cost-to-go function at tin1e to is piecewise and the barriers 
of "no-rebalancing interval" are characterized by the Inarket condition and to, but 
irrelevant of the state variable Xt and the price infonnation St. 
Next, we investigate the cost-to-go of the periods before to (t = 1, ... , to - 1). 
Similarly, since no re-balancing is allowed within this horizon, we only need to take 
the expected value w.r. t the current stock price. We present the 11lain result by t.he 
following theorern. 
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Theorem 3 For ti'me periods before the re-balancing instant to, the cost-to-go function 
Jt(xt., Ut, Yt.) (t = 1,2, ... , to - 1) is deterrnined by the following formula 
. A2a2 
Jt.(Xt,'ut,yd = 1- exp(-ArT-tXt + -2-u2 - A(mo - rT-tst)u) x Ito - 1, 
where 
I to - 1 
~? 
s- -m 
x[l-<.P( to 0 +AarT-to~)]. 
a 
Proof: Applying dynamic programming technique starting from the end of period 
to, the cost-to-go function at the end of period to - 1 is 
Jto-l (Xto-l, Uto-l, Yto- d 
E[ Jto (Xto, Uto' Yto)] 
- 1 - Ilo- 1 - 110 -1 - Ito-l 
A2a2 
1 ( ' T- to+1 -2 '( T-to+l ) -)1 
- - exp -AT Xto-1 + -2-U - A mo - r Sto-1 U to-1, 






Notice that the three integrals Ilo- 1' 1[0-1 ' 1~_1 correspond to the piecewise expres-
. "'1 - "'1 • Slon Jto(Xto,Uto,Yto), Jto(Xto,Uto,Yto), Jto(Xto,Uto,Yto), respectIvely, of Jto(xt.o , Uto , Yto) 
defined in (2.1). 
As we induce further back to the earlier stages, for any two consecutive periods 
t + 1 and t, the wealth dynamics Xt+1 = (Xt - usdr + USt+1 holds since the nUlllber of 
shares of the stock are both equal to u. And while taldng the expected value of the cost-
to-go J t+1 (Xt+l, Ut+1, Yt+d, the cOITlplicated 1to - 1 can be taken out of the expectation 
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operator, which renders the problmTI solvable and inducible. Indeed, 
Jt(Xt" 'Ut, yd - E[Jt+1 (Xt+l, Ut+l, Yt+l)] 
. ..\2 2 
1 I [ ( ' T-t-l + a -2 '( T-t-l )-)] - - to-l X E exp -Ar Xt+l -2-U - A mo - r St+l U 
. ..\20'2 
- 1 - exp( -"\rT-tXt. + -2-u2 - ..\(mo - r T - t St)u) x Ita-I . 
• 
FrOlTI TheorelTI 3 above, it becomes apparent the cost-to-go at the initial stage 
t = 0 is related to the chosen re-balancing instant to in the following way, 
To determine the optimurn (u, 6.), we can numerically search for the optimal value 
for Jo (xo, U, Ll) = l1)ax Jo(xo, U, 6.). Note that the optimum is local since the convexity 
u,A 
of Jo(xo, u, 6.) is uncertain. The second order derivative of Jo(xo, U, 6.) w.r.t u and 6. 
becomes lengthy and no effective method is proposed to prove its positiveness in this 
thesis. Therefore, one practical way is to restrict the range of u and Ll and numerically 
search for the optimum (u*, 6. *) for any given to. After that, the second step is to 
compare the optin1al values for each possible choices of to (to = 1,2, ... , T - 1) and fix 
the optimal re-balancing instant to. The corresponding optimal control policy at stage 
to can also be determined accordingly. 
to= argmax Jo(Xo,u, 6.). 
tOE{l,2, .. ,T-l} 
The optimal strategy at time to is 
• If St~ < slo' the investor increase the holdings u* Ita by 6.* Ita shares; 
• If sl. < Sto• < sZ., the investor doesn't change his holdings; o 0 
• If Sto > sZo' the investor decrease the holdings u* Ita by 6.* Ita shares. 
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2.2 A closed-loop policy of the T-horizon model 
In this section, we derive the closed-loop policy. The main difference between 
"Open-loop" policy and "Closed-loop" policy should be explained here. In "open-loop" 
optilnization probleln, we prespecif~ the rebalancing instant and stick to the plan no 
n1atter what occurs in the future. Strictly speaking, an "open-loop" policy is a set of 
fixed numerical values to implement rather than a policy. In "closed-loop" optimization 
probleln, the actual opti111al action is determined by the information obtained at the 
current time period and won't be fixed by the investors until the relevant information 
is revealed. In other words, the investor derived a policy which tells him what to do 
under each possible situation. 
Different from the open-loop case, the rebalancing instant to is not fixed from the 
initial planning; the investor has an option to adjust his holding at the end of any 
period as long as the expected terminal utility will be ma.-ximized. In other words, the 
closed-loop policy provides the investor with the guide to rebalance at any tilne. 
Similarly, we apply the backward dyna111ic progran11ning technique starting frorn 
final stage T. 
JT(XT, UT, YT) = 1 - exp( -AXT) (YT = 1 or 0). 
Stepping backward for one period to stage T - 1, the ai111 of the investor is to 
implement the optimal action so as to maxi111ize his cost-to-go. 
For YT-l = 0, no re-balancing is allowed, therefore, by Theoren1 1, the cost-to-go 
is 
For YT-I = 1, the investor has one option to re-balance his holdings based on 
the information obtained up to stage T - 1. Apparently, since the adlnissible actions 
are restricted to be three cases (forfeit the option, long ~ shares, short ~ shares), it 
is reasonable and possible to write out the closed for111 for each different cases and 
make the direct comparison. As before, the cost-to-go of executing the option is de-
noted by JT-1(XT-l,UT-I, 1), and the cost-to-go of forfeiting the option is denoted by 
JT-I(XT-I, UT-I, 1). From Theoren1 2, 
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where J-}_l (XT-l, 1lT-l, 1), Jj'_l (XT-l, UT-I, 1), ST-l are defined in the same way as 
111entioned in Theorenl 2 
As for ],1'-1 (XT-l, UT-I, 1), it is the expected value of JT(XT, UT, 1) with the wealth 
dynalnic XT = (XT-l - 1lT-lsT-l)r + UT-1ST and UT-l = UT = u (since no option is 
executed during the whole tinle horizon) substituted in, 
After Inaking direct cOlnparison between J T - l (XT-l, UT-I, 1) and JT - 1 (XT-l, UT-I, 1), 
we arrive at the following conclusion. 
where 
"I 'f "I 1 J T - 1 (l)(XT-l, UT-I, 1) 1 ST-l < Sr-l; 
JT - 1 (l)(XT-l, UT-I, 1) if S,f':1 < ST-l < s}':I; 
Jf-l (l)(XT-l, UT-I, 1) if ST-l > S}':I' 
SLl T-l 
In other words, with one option available at time T - 1, if the stock price ST-l 
falls in the interval (-00, s¥':I)' the investor should increase his holdings by D. shares; 
if the stock price ST-l falls in the interval (s}': l' +(0), the investor should decrease his 
holdings by D. shares; otherwise, no action should be implemented since the transaction 
cost K will outrace the re-balancing benefit. 
At stage T - 2, continuing recursively in this way, we can find the cost-to-go of 
different situations. 
2 A2(J'2 2 2 
1 - exp( -Ar XT-2 + -2-UT-2 - A(mo - r ST-2)UT-2), 
{ 
J+_2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) if ST-2< ST-2; 
Jf_2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) if ST-2 > ST-2· 
For JT - 2(XT-2, UT-2, 1), it is still the expected value of JT-l (XT-l, 'l.lT-l, 1) with 
the wealth dynamic XT-l = (XT-2-UT-2sT-2)r+uT-2sT-l and UT-2 = UT-l = it (no 
option is executed before stage "T - 1) substituted in. However, JT-l(XT-l, UT-I, 1) 
is now piecewise, therefore we have to integrate three different functions over different 
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intervals by standard calculus methods used in last section, This yields, after SOlne 
calculation, 
. '2~2 
-1 2 /\ v - 2 2 - 1 JT- 2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) = 1 - exp( -Ar XT-2 + -2-u - ."\(mo - r ST-2)U) x IT- 2, 
where 
,,\2a2(1 + r2) 
exp("\rK + 2 t::.2 + "\["\a2u + mo(r - l)]t::.) 
8 L1 - m 8 2-1 - m 8 L1 - m 
x ~(T-1 0 _ "\art::.) + ~(T-1 0) _ ~(T-1 0 
a a a 
,,\2a2(1 + r2) 
+ exp("\rK + 2 t::. 2 - "\["\a2u + mo(r - l)]t::.) 
82-1 - mo 
x [1 - ~( T-1 + "\art::.)] , 
a 
Notice that we have added superscript 1 to Jf_2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) and If-2' The reason 
is that as we induce backwards, the nUlllber of the closed forms of It and Jt(Xt, Ut, Yt) 
will be increased accordingly to interpret different control sequence, However, while 
Inaking cOlllparison between Jf_2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) and JT- 2(XT-2, UT-2, 1), it is nl0re 
conlplicated than in stage T - 1. Direct cOlllparison results in the following expression, 
where 
A1 'f A1 1 d -JT_2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) 1 ST-2 < Sr-2 an ST-2 < ST-2; 
-1 JT_2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) otherwise; 
A2 'f A2 1 d -JT_2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) 1 ST-2 > Sr-2 an ST-2 > ST-2, 
8L1 T-2 
_ I( "\a2 t::. log If-2 
- ST-2 - t::. - 2r2 + "\a2 t::. ' 
_ K Aa2 t::. log If-2 
- ST-2 + t::. + 2r2 - "\a2t::. ' 
It should be noted that for different values of If-2' the lllagnitude relation al110ng 
8~~2' 8}~2' andsT-2 can be different, 
K "\a2 t::. log IT-2 ALl _ A2_1 
If t::. + 2r2 - "\a2~ > 0, then sT-2 < ST-2 < sT-2' 
A1 JT_2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) l'f 5 < sAL1 , T-2 T-2 l 
)-1 (x U 1) 1'f 5~ L1 < 51 < s~2_ 1 , T-2 T-2, T-2, T- 2 ' -2 T- 2~ 
'f Ai) 1 
1 5T-2 > S~F- 2' 
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If' J( Aa
2 ~ log IT-2 \. "1 1 ,,2 1 
- + -- - < 0, tllen Sr-2 > ST-2 > Sr-2 ~ 21,2 Aa2~ 
From the computational aspect, the investor can first calculate the value of ~ + 
Aa2~ log I} 2 1 
--?- - A 2;; off-line and determine which closed-form formula JT - 2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) 21'- a 
or Jf-2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) should be used, 
If Jf_2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) is the appropriate formula when given a certain set of mar-
ket paralneters, then when the stock price ST-2 at stage T - 2 falls in the interval 
(-00, s~~2)' the investor should increase his holdings by ~ shares; when the stock 
price ST-2 at stage T - 2 falls in the interval (s}-!"2' +00), the investor should decrease 
his holdings by ~ shares; otherwise, no action should be implemented since the setup 
cost /( will outrace the re-balancing effect. 
If Jf_2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) is the appropriate formula when given a certain set of mar-
ket paran1eters, then when the stock price ST-2 at stage T - 2 falls in the interval 
(-00, ST-2), the investor should increase his holdings by ~ shares; when the stock 
price ST-2 at stage T - 2 falls in the interval (ST-2, +00), the investor should decrease 
his holdings by ~ shares. 
We can see that there are two possible expressions for JT-2(XT-2, UT-2, 1), namely 
Jf-2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) and Jf-2(XT-2, UT-2, 1). For different pairs of parameters (il, ~), 
JT-2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) n1ay be expressed either as Jf.-2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) or Jf-2(XT-2, UT-2, 1), 
depending on the judging standard described above. The reason for the incren1ent 
of possible expressions for cost-to-go JT-2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) is that the con1parison be-
tween different outcomes of each choice mayor may not result in the existence of 
"no-rebalancing interval", If the length of the "no-rebalancing interval" ~ + Aa2~ -
u 21'-
log If-2 ' 't' th th" b I ., 1'" d J ( 1) Aa2~ IS POSl Ive, en e no-re a anclng Interva eXIsts an T-2 XT-2,'l.l·T-2, = 
I( Aa2 ~ log 11 2 
Jf-2(XT-2, UT-2, 1). If the length of the "no-rebalancing interval" ~ +~- Aa::;; 
is negative, then the "no-rebalancing interval" doesn't exist and JT-2(XT-2, UT-2, 1) = 
Jf-2(XT-2, UT-2, I), Similarly, it can also' be proven that the number of possible ex-
pressions for the cost-to-go increase by 1 each time when we precede backwards period 
by period, 
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At stage T - 3, similarly, we can find the cost-to-go for different situations. 
\ 2 2 
( 3 1'\ a 2 3 JT-3(XT-31 'UT-31 0) - 1 - exp -Ar XT-~ + -2-UT- 3 - A(mo - r ST-3)UT-3), 
_ {J,f_3(XT-31 UT-31 1) if ST-3 < ST-3; 
Jf_3(XT-31 UT-3, 1) if ST-3 > ST-3· 
For JT- 3 (XT-3, UT-3, 1), two different expressions result from the two different 
fonnulas J,f_2(XT-2, UT-21 1) and Jf_2(XT-21 UT-2, 1) for JT-2(XT-2, UT-21 1), 
where 
A2a 2 (1 + r 4 ) 
- exp(Ar2 K + 2 !:l.2 + A[Aa2u + mo(r2 - 1)]!:l.) 
8L1 - mo 
x<I>( T-2 - Aar2!:l.) 
a 
If-3(XT-3, UT-31 1) - E[Jf-2(XT-21 UT-2, 1)] 




_ 2 \ ( 3 ) - ) 2 
- 1 - exp -I'\r XT-3 + -2-. u - 1'\ mo - r ST-3 u x IT-31 
where 
A2a 2 (1 + r 4 ) 
exp(Ar2 K + 2 !:l. 2 + A[Aa2u + mo(r2 - 1)]!:l.) 
x <I> ( ST-2 - mo - Aar2!:l.) 
a 
A2a 2 (1 + r 4 ) 
+ exp(Ar2 K + 2 !:l. 2 - A[Aa2u + mo(r2 - 1)]!:l.) 
x[1- <I>(ST-2 - mo + Aar2!:l.)). 
a . 
Considering the comparison between JT- 3(XT-31 UT-31 1) and J}_3(XT-3, UT-31 1) (i = 
1,2), we summarize the results case by case below 
Case (I) 




Jf_3(XT-3,v/r-3,1) if ST-3 < S}"':'3; 
J- 1 ( 1) l"f s"Ll < S < s~2_1 " T-3 XT-3, UT-3, T-3 T-3 T-3' 
"'2 "f "'2 1 JT _ 3(XT-3, UT-3, 1) 1 ST-3 > ST-3" 
"1 "f "1 2 JT _ 3(XT-3, UT-3, 1) 1 ST-3 < ST-3; 
J-2 (X U7 1) l"f S"TL_2 3 < ST-3 < s"2T-2_3 ," T-3 T-3, '-3, 
"2 "f "2-2 JT _ 3(XT-3, UT-3, 1) 1 ST-3 > ST-3" 
Now, it seems obvious that by mathematical induction, the cost-to-go of the preced-
ing periods should follow the same pattern" It is provable that it holds for J t (XL, ltt, yt) 
whenever it holds for J t+1 (Xt+l, Ut+l, Yt+d" 
We assume that the cost-to-go at stage t + 1 is defined as 
A2a2 
Jt+l (Xt+l, Ut+l, 0) = 1 - exp( -ArT-t-1xt+l + -2-UZ+1 - A(mo - r T - t- 1 st+dUt+d, 
and 
(i = 1,2, """' T - t - 1), 
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where 
(i = 1,2, ... , T - t - 2), 
JT-t-l ( 1) t+l Xt+l,Ut+l, -
Then for stage t, the optilnal cost-to-go is given by the following formula. 
\2 2 
T-t .1\ (J 2 T-t 
Jt(Xt, Ut, 0) = E[Jt+1(Xt+l,Ut+l,0)] = 1-exp(-.-\r Xt~-2-Ut -.-\('mo-r sdud , 
and 
(j = 1, 2, ... , T - t) , 
where 
"I J t (Xt, Ut, 1) 'f "Lj 1 St < St ; 
Jl (Xt, Ut, 1) - -j J t (xt, Ut, 1) if s:-j < St < sz-j; 
"2 J t (Xt, Ut, 1) 'f ,,2 j 1 St > St - , 
(j = 1, 2, .. " T - t - 1) \ 
{ "1 if St < St; JT-t(Xt, Ut, 1) J t (xt, Ut, 1) - "2 J t (Xt, Ut, 1) if St > St. 
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In the equations above, 







+Ij _ x [<1>( St+l - mo) _ <1>( St+l - mo)] 
t-t 1 a a 
A2 2(1 + 2(T-t-l)) 
+ exp(ArT- t- 1 I( + a; t:..2 - A[Aa2u + mo(rT- t- 1 - 1)]t:..) 
,,2_j 
S -mo 
x [1 - <1>( t+l + AarT- t- 1 t:..)] (i = 1,2, , .. , T - t - 2), 
a 
. A2 2(1 + 2(T-t-l)) 
_ exp(ArT-t-1I( + a; t:..2 + A[Aa2u + mo(rT- t- 1 - 1)]t:..) 
-
-
x<1>(St+l - mo _ AarT-t-l~) 
a 
+ exp(ArT- t- 1 K + A2a2(1 + r2(T-t-l)) ~2 _ A[Aa2u + mo(rT- t- 1 - 1)]~) 
2 
x [1 - <1>( St+l - mo + AarT- t- 1 t:..)), 
a 
mort- T - Aa2urt- T , 
_ K Aa2~ log It 
St - (t:.. + 2rT- t - Aa2~)' 
_ K Aa2~ log It 
St + (~ + 2rT- t - Aa2~)' (j = 1,2, .. " T - t - 1) 
The criteria for choosing the appropriate expression for Jt (Xt, Ut, 1) is 
a) Jt(Xt, Ut, 1) = Jt (XL, Ut, 1) (j = 1,2, .. " T - t - 1) if and only if J t+1 (Xt+l, U·t+l, 1) = 
j K A(J2 ~ log It 
Jt+1 (1) and ~ + 2rT- t - A(J2~ > 0, 
b) otherwise, Jt(Xt, Ut, 1) = JT-t(xt) Ut, 1), 
Inducing back to stage 1, there are in total T - 1 different possible formulas 
J{(Xl,Ul,1) for Jl(Xl,Ul, 1), Given any set of (u,~)) we can write out the exact for-
mulation of Jt(Xt, Ut, Yt) (t = 1,2, ... , T) by computing the different values of It omine. 
Thus, the optimal policy is accordingly de'termined as well. 
At time 0, the cost-to-go function Jo(xo, u,~) becomes one of the following T - 1 
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fornll11a after siInple calculation. 
J~(xo, iL,~) - E[J{(Xl, Ul, yt)] 
. 2 2 
T A (J' 2 T i 
- 1 - exp( -AT Xo + -2-U -:- .A(mo - T so)u) x 10 -
where 
(i=1,2, ... ,T-2), 
Basically, we express the optimal cost-to-go Jo(xo, u,~) as a function of ii. and /:). 
under given market condition. However, for different values of ii. and /:)., the expression 
of the function is different depending on the value set of parameters It. Therefore, it 
is almost impossible to solve for the global optimal point (u, ~). We can only search 
for the local optimal point numerically, e.g. by using gradient descent method. 
We SU111marize the solution rnethod proposed above into the following steps: 
Aim: 
For given set of values u and ~, we write out the optimal cost-to-go Jo(xo, iL, ~)Iu.~ 
and determine the optilnal re-balancing path and criteria at each period. 
Step 1 
Given the market condition (mo, (J', T, K) and risk tolerance A, conlpute the entries of 
... -.-------------
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t.he (T - 1) x (T - 1) rnatrix I which is composed of the parameters If, 
IT-1 0 0 0 0 
If-2 0 0 0 0 














]T-l = 1, 
A2_i A Li 
+1;+1 x [CI>( St+1 : mo) _ CI>( St+1 : mo)] 
A2u 2 (1 + r 2(T-t-l)) 
+ exp(ArT - t- 1 K + 2 6.2 - A[AU2U + mo(rT - t- 1 - 1)]6.) 
.§2_i _ m 
x [1 - <1>( t+I O + AurT - t - l 6.)] (i = 1,2, ... , T - t - 2), 
u 
Write out the corresponding cost-to-go (T - 1) x (T - 1) matrix J of which the entry 
is computed in the following Inethod, 
JT-I(-,l) 0 0 0 
Jf_2(-,1) Jf-2( -,1) 0 0 
J - Jf_3(-,1) Jf-3( -,1) Jf_3(-,1) 0 
Ji(-,l) Jr(-,l) 
~.. -
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where for i = 1,2, ... , T - t - 1 
For i = T - t, 
Step 3 
if S < sLi. tt,
Jl(xt, Ut, 1) if S[_i < St < sr-i ; 
Jl(xt, Ut, 1) if St > sr-i . 
if St > St. 
Based on the entries of I, compute backwards the corresponding" no-rebalancing inter-
val length" matrix L, which is defined as 
L 
2 . 
Li _ K Aa Cl. log It 












LT - 2 0 1 
Starting from stage T - 1, since If-l is defined to be 1, the length of the "no-
rebalancing interval length" LT-lis positive, thus JT-l (XT-l, 1lT-l, 1) becolnes a piece-
wise function defined in the manner mentioned above. 
If Lt-2 > 0, then JT-l(XT-l,UT-l, 1) ~ Jf_2(XT-2,UT-2, 1). Else, JT-l(XT-l ,1lT-l , 1) 
~ Jf_2(XT-2, UT-2, 1). 
If Jt+1 (Xt+l, Ut+l, 1) = J/+ 1 (Xt+l' Ut+l, 1) and L~ > 0, then J1+1 (Xt+l ' 1lt+l, 1) ~ 
Jl(xt, Ut, 1). Else, J/+ 1 (Xt+l' Ut+l, 1) ~ JT·-t(xt, Ut, 1). 
We summarize the algoritlun above into the following enlllneration tree. 
Step 4 
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After inducing back to tin1e 1, the cost-to-go Jo(xo, il,~) at time 0 can be obtained 
by taking expected value of J1 (Xl, 'Lt}, 1) w.r.t. 81. Essentially, we have built up a 
one-to-one relationship between (il,~) and Jo(xo, il, ~)lfiIA' 
Step 5 
Restrict the feasible set of (il,~) in ' a reasonable range numerically search for the local 
optimum (il, ~). 














Figure 2.1: Enueration Tree 
2.3 Illustrative numerical example 
.!..L{-2>O ~OTHER\VISE 
Ji-2 ( -,1) Ji-1 ( - , 1) 
In this section, two numerical exanlples are presented to illustrate the application 
of the open-loop and closed-loop solution schemes. 
Example 1 (open-loop solution illustration) Consider a Inarket where the banking 
account pays return rate r = 1.1 and the stock price St at the end of each stage t follows 
stationary normal distribution witl~ expected price mo = 10 and volatility a = 4. An 
investor enters the market with initial wealth Xo = 100 and plans his investment for 
as long as T = 5 periods. He aims at maximizing his utility of final wealth, which is 
measured by the utility function U(x) = 1- exp( -0.2x). However, due to the existence 
of fixed transaction cost 1{ = 10 for rebalancing stock holdings, he can at nl0st adjust 
- ... ----~ . .........-.. ... ---- ---~---.----.--
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his portfolio once. Vve forrnulate the probleln in matherrlatical terrrls, 
PI (0.2; il., 6.) max J5(X5, U5, Y5) = 1 - exp( -0.2X5) 
s.t.. ~l:1 = 1.1(xo - usa) + USl 
Xf.-I- l = 1.l'(Xt - 100(Ut+l - ut)) + (St+l - 1.1St)Ut+l (t ~ 1) 
tl} = U, Ut+l = Ut ± O(Ut+l - Ut)~ 
Yl = 1, Yt 2:: 0 
Yt+l = Yt - O(Ut+l - Ut) (t ~ 1). 
Following the open-loop solution scheme, we first fix the rebalancing instant at 
to = 1. Then the investor has an option to re-balance his holdings at the end of period 
1. \Vithout loss of generality, suppose that at the moment the investor initiates his 
investn1ent, the stock price So is equal to 11. The cost-to-go at time 0 is a function of 
(il, ~) as follows, 
Jo(xo, il, ~) Ito=l 
1 - exp( -32.21 + 0.32u2 + 1.54u) x [exp(2.93 + 6.2 + O.64u~ + 0.936.) x 
<I>{-0.55u - 1.44~ - 2~0 - 0.79) + <I>{0.27~ - 0.55u + 2~0 - 0.79) 
-<I>{-0.27A - 0.55u - 2~0 - 0.79) + exp{2.93 + ~2 - 0.64u~ - 0.93~) 
x (1 - <I> { -0.55u + 1.44~ + 2~0 - 0.79))J. 
It is a c0111plicated function and the convexity cannot be guaranteed. Only local 
optimum can be found out. We restrict the domain of (il,~) to be il E (-5,15) and 
6. E (0,10). For reason of precision, we plot the 10g(1 - Jo(xo, il, ~)) with respect to 
(il,~) and the minimum value of this function corresponds to the opti111um value we 
are seeking for. Numerically, the optimum of the function Jo(xo, u, 6.)lto=1 in this area 
is attained at the point (-2.5,3.8) and the minimum value of log(1 - Jo(xo, il, ~)) is 
-34.17. And the barriers of the "no rebalancing interval" at time to = 1 are 
In other words, to arrive at the maximized cost-to-go Jo(xo, il, ~)Ito=b the investor 
should short 2.5 shares of stock at the beginning. At the prespecified rebalancing instant 
to = 1, if the stock price SI is less than 5.51, the investor should increase stock holding 
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by 3.8 shares; if the stock price SI is more than 19.08, the investor should decrea.'3e 
stock holding by 3.8 shares; otherwise, the investor should forfeit the option. 
eo 
I! 
Figure 2.2: optimal u and I),. when to = 1 
Similarly, we can compute the optimal strategy for different to. The results are 
summarized in the table below. 
Table 2.1: open-loop solution at different to 
to log(l- Jo(xo, u, 1),.)) (u,l),.) [" 1 "2] Sto' St~ 
1 -34.17 (-2.5,3.8) [5.51,19.08] 
2 -34.35 (-2.5,3.3) [6.53,20.52] 
3 -34.25 (-2.8,3.4) [8.09,22.99] 
4 -34.43 (-3,3.2) [10.05,25.59] 
From Table 2.1 above, we conclude that the optinlal rebalancing instant is to = 4. 
And the optimal u, I),. are (-3,3.2). 
Example 2 (closed-loop solution illustration) Consider the identical case 111cn-
~- ------,---------
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tioned in Exalnple l. Now we approach the problem following the closed-loop solution 
scheme. For any given pair of value (il,~) in the restricted domain il E (-5,15) and 
~ E (0,10), We can find the exact value of Jo(xo, il, ~). For example, suppose il is 














0.79 3299.1 5288.0 0 













14.96 13.92 13.86 0 
Apparently, 
"1 if 8 < sL1. J4 (X4' ,U4, 1) 44' 
L~ = 18.54 > 0 ~ J4(X4, U4, 1) = -1 if S LI < 8 < s2_I. J4 (X4, ,U4 , 1) 4 44' 
"2 J4 (X4" U4, 1) if 84 > s~_I . 
"1 J3 (X3, U3, 1) if 83 < sj_I; 
L~ = 17.24 > 0 ~ J3(X3, U3, 1) = -1 if sLI < 8 < s2-1. J3 (X3, U3, 1) 3 3 3' 
"2 J3 (X3, U3, 1) if 83 > s~_I. 
"1 if 8 < sL1. J2 (X2' U2, 1) 2 2' 
L~ = 16.04 > 0 ~ J2(X2, U2, 1) = -1 if sLI < 8 < s2_1. J2 (X2' U2, 1) 2 2 2' 
"2 J2 (X2, tt2, 1) if 82 > s~_I. 
"1 J I (XI,UI,l) if 81 < si-I; 
Lt = 14.96 > 0 ~ J I (Xl, uj, 1) = -1 if sLI < 8 < s2_1. J I (XI,UI,l) 1 1 l' 
"2 J l (XI,Ul,l) if 81 > sI-I. 
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where the expressions and parameters above are all defined in the last section. 
Therefore, inducing back to tinle 0, we can conclude that the expected cost-to-go 
at tinle 0, if the investor sticks to the optimal rebalancing strategy above, is equal to , 
where 
A2(]"2(1 + r2(T-l)) 
exp(ArT - 1 K + 2 /:::..2 + A[..\(]"2u + mo(rT - 1 - I)]/:::..) 
"L1 
x <p( sI - mo _ A(]"rT-1/:::..) 
(]" 
"2_1 "1_1 
+ ] i x [<p ( SI - mo) _ <P ( SI - mo ) ] 
(]" (]" 
A2(]"2(1 + r2(T-1)) 
+ exp(ArT - 1]( + 2 /:::..2 - A[A(]"2u + mo(rT - 1 - 1)]/:::") 
"2_1 
x [1 - <P ( S 1 - mo + A(]"r T -1 /:::.. ) ] . 
(]" 
The value of log(l - Jo(xo , u, /:::..) when u = -2 and /:::.. = 5 is equal to -34.34. 
Following this solution scheme, we can find the exact' values of 10g(1- Jo(xo , iL , /:::..)) 
for each point (u , /:::..) in the domain u E (-5,15) and /:::.. E (0, 10). It is illustrated by 
the following figure, 





Figure 2.3: optimal u and ~ 
Fl'on1 Figure 2.3, we know that the optimal log(l - Jo(xo, u, ~)) in the restricted 
dOlnain attains -34.95 and the optimal pair (u*, ~ *) is equal to (-3.5,3.8). Also, the 
corresponding I matrix and J lnatrix, together with the barriers of "no-rebalancing 
























13.77 13.01 12.81 0 
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Thus, 
where 
Al 1 J4 (X4' U4, 1) if 84 < sl- , 
JJ'(X4, U4, 1) if sl-1 < 84 < s~_I, 
A2 J4 (X4' U4, 1) if 84 > S~_1, 
K A0"2 D,. 
- 84 - A - -- = 11.11, 
Ll. 2r 
1( A0"2 D,. 
- 84 + A + -- = 27.43. 
Ll. 2r 
If the investor still has an option at the end of period 4, when stock price 84 falls 
below sl-1 = 11.11, the optimal action for the investor is to increase D,. = 3.8 shares; 
when stock price 84 rises above s~_1 = 27.43, the optilnal action for the investor is to 
decrease D,. = 3.8 shares; otherwise, no action should be taken. 
if 8 < sLl 3 3' 
where 
If the investor still has an option at the end of period 3, when stock price 83 falls 
below sj_l = 9.81, the optimal action for the investor is to increase D,. = 3.8 shares; 
when stock price 83 rises above s~_l = 25.23, the optilnal action for the investor is to 
decrease D,. = 3.8 shares; otherwise, no action should be taken. 
where 
---.... -~-------------------
"1 J2 (X2' U2, 1) 
-1 J2 (X2, U2, 1) 
"2 J2 (X2' U2, 1) 
if 8 < sLl 2 2' 
if s~_1 < 82 < s~_l, 
if 82 > s§_l, 
- _ I( _ A0"2D,. log Id _ 8 64 
- 82 D,. 21,3 + A0"2 D,. - . , 
_ I( A0"2 D,. log Id 
- 82 + D,. + 2r:-3 - A0"2 D,. = 23.21. 
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If the investor still has an option at the end of period 2, when stock price 82 falls 
below s~_l = 8.64, the optimal action for the investor is to increase ~ = 3.8 shares; 
when stock price 82 rises above s~_l = 23.21, the optimal action for the investor is to 
decrease ~ = 3.8 shares; otherwise, no action should be taken. 
where 
"1 J I (XI,Ul,l) 
-1 J 1 (Xl! Ul, 1) 
"2 J I (XI,Ul,l) 
if S < sLl 1 l' 
_ I( Aa2 .D. log If 
- SI - ~ - ~ + Aa2 .D. = 7.58, 
_ I( Aa2~ log If 
SI + ~ + ~ - Aa2 .D. = 21.36. 
If the investor still has an option at the end of period 1, when stock price SI falls 
below st-1 = 7.58, the optimal action for the investor is to increase ~ = 3.8 shares; 
when stock price SI risea above si-1 = 21.36, the optinlal action for the investor is to 
decrease .D. = 3.8 shares; otherwise, no action should be taken. 
It should be noted that the optilnal cost-ta-go value at time 0 using the closed-loop 
solution nlethod is better than the cost-ta-go at tiIne 0 derived using the open-loop 
solution nlethod, which is reasonable since more updated information is taken into 
account before making the decision. 
Next, we analyze sOlne properties of the optinlal policy. 
a) As terminal date T approaches, the probability of "no rebalancing" decreases 
Given the barriers of "no re-balancing interval" at each stage, we can compute the 
probability of "no re-balancing". The results is presented in the following table. 
Table 2.2: "no re-balancing probability" at each stage 
t no re-balaning interval no re-balancing probability 
1 [7.58,21.36] 0.73 
2 [8.64, 23.21] 0.63 
3 [9.81,25.23] 0.52 
4 [11.11,2i.43] 0.39 
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This conclusion makes sense for real practice. Most of the investors will not rush 
to nlake their decision until Inore updated information is revealed. The later the 
decision is Inade, the smaller the future value of the transaction co·st K is. 
b) As the transaction cost K decreases, the probability of "no rebalancing" decreases. 
As the setup cost K increases, the probability of "no rebalancing" increases 
We change the transaction cost K from 10 to 5 and the other parameters are un-
changed. The optimal value of (il,~) is (-3.5,3.55). And the optimal value of 
log(l - Jo(xo, il, ~)) is -35.35. The value of "no re-balancing" probability is pre-
sented in the following table. 
Table 2.3: "no re-balancing probability" at each stage when K = 5 
t no re-balaning interval no re-balancing probability 
1 [9.05, 19.90] 0.59 
2 [10.13,21. 73] 0.49 
3 [11.33, 23.71] 0.37 
4 [12.70,25.84] 0.25 
Similarly, we change the transaction cost K from 10 to 20 and the other paralneters 
are unchanged. The optimal value of (iL,~) is (-3.25,3.75). And the optilnal value 
of log(l - Jo(xo , il , ~)) is -34.34. The value of "no re-balancing" probability is 
presented in the following table: 
Table 2.4: "no re-balancing probability" at each stage when I{ = 20 
t no re-balaning interval no re-balancing probability 
1 [4.47,23.40] 0.92 
2 [5.46, 25.20] 0.87 
3 [6.55, 27.17] 0.81 
4 [7.76,29.33] 0.71 
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This property is easy to understand. In reality, when the transaction cost is higher, 
it is luore likely for the investor not to rebalance his portfolio, and vice versa. 
Chapter 3 
N on-parameterized optimal 
re balancing model 
In this chapter we elinlinate the constraint on the fonn of optirnal control policy 
and try to derive the optilllal solution to the multi-period optinlal portfolio rebalancing 
problem. Specifically, the rebalancing policy is not restricted to the form of u ± ~. 
Instead, we are maxinlizing the cost-to-go function Jt(Xt, Ut, yt} at the end of each period 
to derive the optimal stock shares Ut. First, two simple cases (2-period problenl and 
3-period problem) are investigated. However, difficulty of using dynanlic progranlming 
is revealed as the horizon expands and render the problenl unsolvable. Then, we try to 
approach the problelll froln the perspective of approxinlating the cost-to-go using an 
exponential quadratic function and an approxilnation of the optiInal policy is derived. 
However, the error bound of this suboptinlal policy is unable to be estilnated. 
46 
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3.1 T=2 period problem 
In order to better understand the problem and gain some insight, we first consider 
the sirnplest 2-period case. 
P(A;T = 2) Ina.x J2(X2, U2, Y2) = 1 - exp( - AX2) 
s.t. Xl = (XO - uso)r + USl 
X2 = (Xl - SlU2 - K8(U2 - u))r + S2U2· 
vVe apply the dynanlic progranlming technique starting from the final stage. At 
the end of period 2, the utility function is 
Inducing back one period to time t = 1, the investor has one option to rebalance 
his holdings to Inaxilnize the expected cost-to-go. vVe denote the cost-to-go for no-
rebalancing as Jl (x}, UI, 1) and the cost-to-go for rebalancing as Jl (Xl, UI, 1). Then, 
Jl (Xl, Ul, 1) can be cOlnputed as the expected value of J2(X2, U2, 1) with Ul = U2 = 
U and the wealth dynanlics X2 = (Xl - usJ)r + US2, 
Jl (Xl, Ul, 1) - E[l - exp( -AX2)] 
- 1 - exp( -A(Xl - usJ)r) E[exp( -AUS2)] 
A2a2 
- 1 - eXP(-2-u2 - A(mO - rsdu - AXlr). 
For J1 (Xl, UI, 1), we ll1a.ximize the expected value of J2(X2, U2, 1) with respect to 
the re-balanced stock holdings, it, 
where 
J(XI, Ul, 1) - m~x E[l - exp( -AX2)] 
u 
- m~x( 1 - exp( - A( Xl - 1tSl - I()r) E[exp ( - A1tS2)]) 
u. 
A2 a2 
m:x(l - exp(-2- it2 - A(mo - rsJ)it - AXlr + AKr) 
(mo - rsJ)2 
- 1 - exp( -Ar(XI - 'K) - 2a2 ), 
mo - rSl U=---
Aa2 
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Notice that now the shares of stock u after implementing the rebalancing action is 
dependent on the current stock price SI. 
To deternline whether or not to execute the option at the end of period t = 1, the 
investor has to luake the following comparison, 
where 
mo - '\a2u - V2Kr'\a2 
r 
mo - '\a2u + V2Kr'\a2 
r 
To SU111 up, 
Inducing back to time t = 0, we have 
Jo(xo, u) 
m!1X {1- 1 exp(Alu2 + BI U + Cd [<J?(D 1u + Ed + 1 
u V1 + r2 
-q,(Dl U + FIl]- exp(A2u2 + B 2u + C2) [q,(D2u + £2) - q,(D2u + F2)] }. 
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In the equations above, we introduce the following new pararneters, 
A2r2a2 
Al - 2('1'2+1)' 
\ 2 mOAr(r + 1) 
B1 - Ar So - 2 1 ' 
. r + 
2 m6(r - 1)2 










rjr2 + l' 
(r - l)mo + (r2 + 1)j2KrAa2 
arjr2 + 1 
(r - l)mo - (r2 + 1)j2KrAa2 
arjr2 + 1 
A2a2 
-2-' 
-A(mo - r2so), 
r 
(r - l)n~o - j2KrAa2 
ar 
(r - l)mo + j2KrAa2 
ar 
Now we can see that the cost-to-go function at time 0 is expressed as a complicated 
function of il and the optimal il can only be nun1erically found. The optimal rebalancing 
strategy at tin1e 1 is as follows. 
When the stock price SI is in the interval [st, sI], no re-balancing action is needed; 
otherwise, change the holdings on stocks to u shares. 
Ren1ark: This is a special case for the closed-loop policy derived in the last chap-
ter. Different from the problem posed in Chapter 2, 6. = lu - ill now is dependent on 
the current stock price at the end of period 1. And in this simplest 2 period problem, 
we can write out the explicit expression of optimal U. However, when we investigate 
problems with longer time horizon, the explicit expression of optimal control at each 
period may not be computed out easily, as illustrated by the T = 3 case in the next 
section. 
To better illustrate the derivation above, we can check a sin1ple numerical exan1ple 
first to reveal some insights. 
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Consider again the case described in Example 1. All the parameters are the same 
as in Exanlple 1 except for T = 2 in this case. We plot log(l- Jo(xo,u)) as a function 











_"!.L--___ ~----~. ____ -:'--___ ---J 
i1 
Figure 3.1: optimal u 
It needs to be noticed that the convexity of Jo(xo, it) can not be guaranteed due to 
its complexity. Therefore, we can only search for its local miniluunl in some predeter-
mined reasonable interval. For exaIuple, we restrict the scope of it to be in the interval 
[-5,15] as shown in Figure 3.1. 
The optimal u is -1.18 with the optiIual 10g(1 - Jo(xo, u)) at tiIne 0 equal to 
- 24.60, i.e. at t = 0, the optiInal action for the investor is to borrow Iuoney at interest 
rate r and short 1.18 shares of risky stock; at stage 1, the investor choose whether to 
iIuplenlent the option or not depending on the value of 81. 
If 
or 
" mo - 1' 8 1 
then the investor should rebalance his holdings to u = '\0'2 shares. 
UIl~.I,..» .•• A-'JlW~"""""'-·-------------------
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If 4.89 < SI < 20.15, the investor should forfeit his option since the transaction 
cost [( overweights the advantage of rebalancing. 
Next, we investigate the relationship between the n1arket parameters (K, (J", A, r, 80) 
and optimal ii. together with the probability P of no-rebalancing, which is given by 
a) P vs. [( 
\iVhen the transaction cost I{ is increasing from 0 to 50 and the other parameters 
are unchanged, its effect on P can be illustrated by the figures below. 
~~--~~~~~~--~h--~--~--~--~--~ 
K 
Figure 3.2: P vs. K 
We can conclude that as K gets larger, the probability of no-rebalancing increases 
from almost 0 to ahnost 1. In plain language, when the transaction cost is very 
small, it is very likely for the investor to re-balance his holdings to take advantage 
of the updated information at time 1; when the transaction cost is very high, it is 
nearly impossible for the investor to re-balance. 
b) u vs. So 
When the initial stock price So is increasing from 0 to 20 and the other paran1eters 
are fixed as in the example above, its effect on optimal u can be explained by the 
figures below. 
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So 
Figure 3.3: optimal ii, vs. So 
VYe can conclude that the higher So gets , the more the investor should short at 
tinle O. In plain language, when the stock price falls under the expected value, the 
investor should long lTIOre shares to gain fronl future increase; when the stock price 
is much higher than the expected, the investor should short sell to gain from future 
slump. 
c) P vs. So 
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So 
Figure 3.4: P vs. So 
\\le can conclude that either when So gets too low or too high, it is highly possible 
for the investor to re-balance at stage O. In plain language, when the stock price 
So is at the tails of its distribution, it is very likely for the investor to rebalance his 
holdings at stage 1 to benefit from this rare occurrence of SQ. 
d) u vs. r 
When the risk free return rate r is increasing from 1 to 1.25 and the other parameters 
are unchanged as in the example above, its effect on optimal u can be explained by 
the figure below. 








1 1.05 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25 
Figure 3.5: optimal u vs. r 
We can conclude that when r is increasing, the optimal u is decreasing. In plain 
language, the investor should allocate lllore nloney to the banking account if r is 
higher. 
~~------------------------------.------
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3.2 T=3 period problem 
In Section 3.1, we have proposed a backward dynarnic programrning solution 
nlethod for the 2-pcriod problmll and outlined explanation for SOIlIe observation. How-
ever, <:15 the planning horizon expands, the explicit form for optimal feedback strategy 
is not tractable due to the cOlnplexity of the cost-to-go function, therefore rendering 
the problem unsolvable. We explain the difficulty using the 3-period problem setting 
(T = 3). 
Applying the backward dynamic programming technique, the cost-to-go at the end 
of periods 3 and 2 are 
(Y3 = 0 or 1), 
where iq is the stock shares after rebalancing of the portfolio at time 1, 
where 
r 
mo - "\a2u + V2K r "\a2 
r 
and the optimal stock shares after re-balancing at tiIne 2 is 
Inducing back to period 1, 
For Jl (xl,ul,l) 
Jl (XI, Ul, 1) - ~ax E[J2 (X2, U2, 0)] 
Ul 
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where 
Silnilarly, for J(Xl' Ul, 1), 
J1 ( XI, U 1 , 1) 
_ 1 - 1 exp(Ap)u? + BP)u + C?») [<I>(DP)u + EP») VI + r2 
+1 - <I>(Di1)u + Fil»)]- exp(A~I)u2 + B~I)u + C~l») 
[<I>(D~l) U + E~I») - <I>(D~l)u + F~l»)] , 
where 
A (1) A2r2a2 
1 - 2(r2 + 1), 
B(l) Ar2s1 - moAr(r + 1) 1 - r2 + 1 , 
C(1) m 2(r - 1)2 
1 -
-
Ar2xl + ArK - 2a~(r2 + 1)' 
D(1) Aa 
1 - rvr2 + l' 
E(1) (r - l)mo + (r2 + 1)V2KrAa2 
1 
arvr2 + 1 
p(1) (r - 1)mo - (r2 + 1)V2KrAa2 
1 -
arvr2 + 1 
A(I) A2a2 
-- , 2 2 
B(l) 
2 - -A(mo - r2sd, 
C(1) 
2 - Ar2xl , 
D(1) Aa 
2 r 
E(l) (r - 1)mo - V2KrAa2 
-2 ar 
F.(1) (r - l)mo + V2KrAa2 
-2 ar 
However, while making comparison between J1 (Xl, Ul, 1) and Jl (Xl, tLI , 1) , it becolnes 
impossible to write out the explicit condition which SI should satisfy for J1 ( X l, 'Ul , 1) > 
J1(Xl,Ul,1). Therefore, the explicit expression for J 1(Xl,Ut,1) is not available and 
inducing further back to time 0 seerns infeasible. 
~ ......... ~----...... .-...---.- - - ---------
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One method proposed here to overcome this difficulty is to approxirnate the corn-
plicated fOrln of Jl (Xl, 'Ul, 1) using some simple function. Enlightened by the gen-
eral shape of Jl (Xl, 1.L}, 1), we decide to use a function with the form jJ(x}, UI, 1) = 
1 - exp(au2 + bu + c) as a.n alternative. 
Frol11 the expression of 1- J1 (Xl " 1.L}, 1), we can regard it as the sum of two exponen-
tial quadratic fUllctions, exp(A~I)u2+B?)u+cil))) and exp(A~I)u2+B~I)u+C~I)), each 
ll1ultiplied by the factor 1 [4>(D~I) u + E?)) + 1- 4>(D~I)u + FI(I))] and [4>(D~l) u + VI +r2 
E~I)) - 4>(D~I)u + FJI))] . tvIoreover, in order for the induction to continue back to 
. 0 h' . . f( -2 b- ) d( \ 2( K) (mo- r2sd 2) tUlle ,t e IntersectIon pOInts 0 au + u + c an - Ar Xl - - 20-2 
need to be linearly related to SI. vVhen we induce back to stage 0, the form of Jo(xo, u) 
can be guaranteed to be the salue as JI (Xl, UI, 1). Therefore, for problems with longer 
horizons, this approxin1ation technique can be valid for all stages. 
One sinlple and practicable luethod for constructing (au2 + bu + c) is as follows. 
a - pA~I) + (1 _ p)A~I), 
b ffa 2 --(mo -r sd, 0-
c 
-
pC?) + (1 - p)C~I), 
P E (0,1). 
In this case, we only have one variable p to fix. By seeking for the best p from 
the interval (0,1), we can find an alternative jI (Xl, UI, 1) = 1 - exp(au2 + bu + c) for 
- (mo - r 2sI)2 
Jl (Xl, Ul, 1). The intersection points of (au2 +bu+c) and (-Ar2(XI-l()- 20-2 ) 
-b ± V -4a[c + Ar2(xl - K)] 
are 2a . They are both linear functions of SI· 
For example, if the values of parameters are the same as described in Exaluple 1, 
and without loss of generality we let Xl = 110 and SI = 12, then after choosing the 
value of p to be 0.95, we plot both functions in the figure below: 












The ad vantage of this method is that the approximation technique can be valid 
for longer planning horizons. For T-period probleln, the cost-to-go for re-balancing 
A (mo - rT - t sd2 Jt(xt,Ut,l) at tinle t is always equal to (1 - exp(-ArT-t(Xt - ]() - 2 )) 
20-
• A mo - r T -t St . . - .-
wlth Ut = A0-2 . And If we approxImate Jt(xt, Ut, 1) wIth Jt(xt, ut, 1) , we can 
guarantee that the form of Jt- 1 (Xt-1, Ut-1 , 1) will be the same as Jt(Xt, Ut, 1) and the 
approxinlation can be valid when we ind uce back. 
However, the disadvantage of this method is that we cannot find a proper way 
to estimate the error bound of the approxinlation. Therefore, the perfornlance of the 
approximating optinlal policy is not easy to evaluate. 
Chapter 4 
s-S type policy 
FrOlU Chapter 3, we know that the closed-loop form of the multiperiod optimal 
rebalancing strategy is not available for non-paran1eterized model. It is common for 
dynamic portfolio optimization problem to report difficulty in finding the exact solution 
or iterative formulations. Enlightened by the optimal s - S policy in the dynamic 
inventory problem, we try to find out the form of the optimal policy for the portfolio 
selection problem in this Chapter. In Section 4.1, exponential K-convex function, the 
counterpart of the K-convex function in inventory study, is proposed. In Section 4.2 , 
we investigate the revised version of the n10del presented in Chapter 1 and bring up 
SOlue questions for future study. 
59 
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4.1 Exponential K-convex function 
In dynanlic inventory Inodels, the form of the optimal policy follows an (s, S) 
pattern if a strictly setup cost is introduced to the ordering cost. Enlightened by this 
silnilarity to our portfolio model, we try to derive a general form of our re-balancing 
policy using the same technique as in inventory theory. 
The (s, S) policy is easy to understand and implement. If the level of initial 
inventory is lower than some level s, then brings the level up to some level S(S > s)j 
otherwise, orders nothing. Thus, the intuition of this policy is to defer ordering until 
a big anlount is needed. The two paralneters sand S may differ from period to 
period([27]). 
The proof of the optinlality of (s, S) policy was cracked by Scarf in 1960 ([28]). He 
invented a new type of function, K-convex functions defined as below. 
Definition 1 (K-convex function) A function f(x) : R ~ R (a real valued func-
tion of a single real variable) is K-convex if K 2:: 0, and for each B E [0,1] and y > x , 
f(Bx + (1 - By)) ~ Bf(x) + (1 - B)[K + f(y)]. 
K-convexity is a simple generalization of convexity. A K-convex function lies below 
the seglnent connecting (x, f (x)) and (y, J( + f (y)), for any real nUlnber x and y. 
In the dynamic inventory nlodel, J( will refer to the setup cost. It is proved that if 
the value function Gt at each period t is I<-convex, then there exists an (s, S) type 
optimal policy. Ivloreover, the preservation of this K-convexity can be preserved when 
inducing back to earlier stage. Specifically, if Gt+l is K-convex, then Gt is verified to 
be K-convex as well. Therefore, the fonn of the (s, S) optilnal policy is valid for any 
time period. 
To apply the salne technique to our model, we introduce an similar concept in this 
thesis. 
Definition 2 (exponential K-convex (K-concave) function) 
A positive-valued function f(x) is defined to be exponential K-convex (K-concave) 
if K 2:: 0, for each A E [0,1] and y > x, 
f(AX + (1 - AY)) ~ (2::)A/(X) + (1 - A) exp(J()f(y)· 
The next lemlna sumlnarizes some useful properties of the exponential K-convex func-
tion. 
~a, ....,.~-""""''''-------'--------- ----
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Lemma 1 (preservation of exponential K-convex function) 
(a) If f is exponential !(-convex and a is a positive scalar, then af is still exponential 
!(-convex. 
(b) The surn of an exponential I(I-convex function f and an exponential I<2-convex 
function 9 is exponential nlax{I<I' I(2}-convex. 
(c) If f is exponential I(-convex, x < y, and f(x) = exp(K)f(y), then f(z) ~ exp(K)f(y) 
fOT all z E [x, y]. 
Proof: 
(a) If f is exponential !(-convex, then 
f(AX + (1 - AY)) ~ Af(x) + (1 - A) exp(K)f(y), 
and it is equivalent to 
af(AX + (1 - AY)) ~ Aaf(x) + (1 - A) exp(I<)af(y)· 
(b) If f is exponential K I-convex and 9 is exponential 1< 2-convex, then 
f(AX + (1 - AY)) < Af(x) + (1 - A) exp(I<df(y), 
g(AX + (1 - AY)) < Ag(X) + (1 - A) exp(K2)g(y). 
Adding up the two equations, we have 
(f + g)(AX + (1 - AY)) ~ Af(x) + (1 - A) exp(KI)f(y) 
+Ag(X) + (1 - A) exp(I<2)g(y) 
< A(f + g)(x) + (1 - A) exp(max{KI, K2})(f + g)(y). 
This property may be extended to integrals. 
(c) It is straightforward from the definition. The implication of this property is that 
for an exponential K-convex function f, it can cross the value exp( k) f (y) at Inost 
once on the interval (-00, y) . 
• 
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4.2 Revised multiperiod portfolio selection model 
In this section, we Inake some further assumptions about the model in Chapter 1. 
First, we relax the constraint on the number of re-balancing opportunities. The investor 
can rebalance his portfolio unlilnited times so as to maximize the expected utility of 
final wealth. In fact, the constrair:t on the number of re-balancing opportunities is 
not essential in the presence of transaction cost. The existence of high transaction 
cost nlake it not worthy to rebalance frequently. The state variable Yt is eliminated 
accordingly. Secondly, when the investor determines to rebalance, he can only increase 
the nUlnber of risky stocks in the portfolio. 
After constructing the two revisions above, we apply the same dynamic progranl-
Ining technique starting from the end of period T. At time T, 
JT(XT) = 1 - exp( -.-\XT)' 
At period T - 1, the cost-to-go is the luaximum of two outcomes after comparison, 
JT-I(XT-I, uT-I) = max{JT-I(XT-I, UT-I), JT-I(XT-I, UT-I)}, where 
.-\2(72 
- 1 - exp(-2-U}-1 - .-\(mo - rST-I)uT-I - ArxT-I), 
(rST-I - mo)2 
- 1 - exp(Ar K - ArXT-I - 2a2 ). 
The optinlal nunlber of stock shares after rebalancing is 
* mo - rST-I 
uT-I = Aa2 • 
It should be noted that since the investor is only allowed to increase his stock 
shares after rebalancing, the comparison of JT- I (XT-l, uT-I) and JT- 1 (XT-l, uT-d 
gives different results as in Chapter 3. To better illustrate the shape of cost-to-go 
function at T - 1, we take the logarithm of (1 - JT-d and (1 - JT-d and plot it 
against UT-I in the following figure. 
-----_ .. -_ ... __ .-.-._-------------------
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log(l - iT-d 
UT-l 
Figure 4.1: cost-to-go at tin1e T-1 
Now we can see that log(1- JT-d is a quadratic function of UT-I and log(1- JT-d 
_ A 
is a constant irrelevant of UT-I. After making the cOlnparison between JT-I and JT-I, 
the cost- to-go at stage T - 1 is 
Jr-I(XT-I, UT-I) = { if UT-I < UT-I, 
JT - I (XT-I, UT-I) if UT-I> UT-I, 
where UT-I is the smallest value at which JT - I (XT-I, uT-I) = JT - I (XT-I, UT-d, 
A mo - rST-I - v'2>..a2 r K 
UT-l = >..a2 
Clearly, the function 1 - JT-I (XT-I , UT-I) is an exponential >..r K -convex function 
since log(1- JT-I(XT-I,UT-d) is a >..rK convex function judging from Figure 4.1. 
The form of the optimal re-balancing policy is as below . 
• If the stock shares UT-I < UT-I, the investor increases the holdings to 
uT- I shares; 
• If UT-I> UT-I, the investor doesn't. change his holdings. 
This is an (s, S) type policy with s = llT-l and S = uT-I' 
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At stage T-2, we precede the induction backwards for one period. For JT - 2 (XT - 2) , 
JT- 2(XT-2, UT-2) = E[Jr-l (XT-l, uT-t)l = J <!>(sT-t)dsT-1Jr-l (XT- l, UT- t), 
where </J(ST-t) is the probability density function of ST--'I. 
For any given ST-I and XT-2, we claim that F( UT-2) = 1 - JT-I (XT-I, UT-d is 
an exponential ArK-convex function of UT-2. Substituting the wealth dynamic XT-I = 
(XT-2 - UT-2 sT-2)r + UT-2ST-I and UT-2 = UT-I into JT-I(XT-I, uT-d, F(UT-2) = 
1- JT-I(XT-I,UT-t) is transformed into a function of UT-2. 
if UT-2 < UT-I; 
if UT-2 > UT-I· 
where 
2 (rST-I - mo)2 
exp(Ar K - Ar XT-2 - AT(ST-I - rST-2)UT-2 - 20"2 ) , 
\ 2 2 
2 A 0" 2 2 
exp( -AT XT-2 + -2-UT-2 - A(mo - r ST-2)UT-2). 
We discuss the exponential ArK-convexity of F(UT-2) case by case. 
ST-I J2A0"2 K 
1. ST-2 > -- + ---
r r 
In this case, when we plot F I (UT-2) and F 2(UT-2) separately, the two intersection 
points both lie to the right of the point where F 2(UT-2) attains its Ininimuln. Vife 
show the shape of F( UT-2) in the following figure. 
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UT-2 
Figure 4.2: case 1 
For any x < y in the dOlnain of F, if y < UT-l or x > UT-I, clearly F(Bx + (1 -
By)) ~ BF(x)+(l-B)exp()..rK)F(y) for any BE [0,1]; if x < 1LT-I and y > UT-I, 
thenexp()..rK)F(y) ~ FI(y), F(Bx+(1-By)) ~ )"F(x)+(1-0)exp()..rK)F(y) 
still holds. Therefore, F( UT-2) is an exponential )..r K -convex function of UT-2. 
2 ST-l V2)..a
21( ST-l 
. -- + > ST-2 > --
r r r 
In this case, when we plot FI (UT-2) and F2(UT-2) separately, the two intersection 
points lie on different sides of the point where F2(UT-2) attains its nlinimunl and 
Fl is a monotone increasing function. We show the shape of F(UT-2) in the 
following figure. 
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UT-2 
Figure 4.3: case 2 
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Similar as case 1, it is obvious that F( UT-2) is an exponential AT K -convex func-
tion of UT-2. 
ST-I 3. ST-2 <--
r 
In this case, FI is a monotone decreasing function. We show the shape of F(llT-2) 
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Figure 4.4: case 3 
Silnilar as case 1, it is obvious that F( 'UT-2) is an exponential AT K-convex func-
tion of llT-2. 
Sumlning up the three cases above, we conclude that given ST-l and XT-2, F(llT-2) = 
1 - JT-l (XT-l, UT-I) is an exponential AT K-convex function of 'UT-2 no n1atter what 
value ST-2 takes. Therefore, the integral1-JT - 2(XT-2, UT-2) = J <!J(sT-I)dsT- 1F(UT-2). 
can be regarded as a sum of a lot of exponential AT K -convex functions multiplied by 
positive factors. And by Lemma 4.1(a)(b), 1 - JT - 2 (XT-2, llT-2) is still an exponential 
ATK-convex function of UT-2 , or equivalently JT - 2(XT-2, UT-2) is still an exponential 
AT K-concave function of UT-2. 
It is straightforward to prove that 
" 2 
JT-2(XT-2) = 1 - exp('\T J() min[F(UT-2)). 
U,T-2 
We suppose that the point where F( UT-2) attains its miniInlun is ur - 2 and 
JT - 2 (XT-2, UT-2) intersects JT - 2(XT-2, UT-2) at point UT-2 in the interval (-00, 1lr-2)' 
From Lemma4.1(c), we can prove that JT - 2(XT-2, UT-2) crosses JT - 2(XT-2, llT-2) only 
once in the interval (-00, ur-2 }. 
Therefore, after comparison between JT - 2(XT-2, UT-2) and JT - 2 (XT-2, 1lT-2), we con-
CIJAPTER 4. S-S TYPE POLICY 
elude that 
The corresponding re-balancing policy is as below 
• If the stock shares UT-2 < UT-2, the investor increases the holdings to 
ur _ 2 shares, 
• If UT-2 > llT-2, the investor doesn't change his holdings. 
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Notice that the optimal policy is still an (s,8) form with s = UT-2 and S = 
ur - 2 · However, the analytical fornlula of UT-2 and ur - 2 are not available. 110reover, 
1 - JT-2(XT-2, UT-2) is now a special exponential AT2 K-convex function. Its shape is 
illustrated in the following figure. 
UT-2 
Figure 4.5: cost-to-go at stage T - 2 
I ts special ty lies in the fact that on the interval (UT-2, (0), the function is an 
exponential AT K-convex function; and on the interval (-00, UT-2) , its value is equal 
to exp(AT2 K)(l - JT - 2(Ur-2))' Therefore, on the whole, 1 - JT-2(XT-2, 'UT- 2) is an 
exponential AT2 I{ -convex function. 
,~~~~.w~-w--·---------------------------
(~llAPTEH . .:1. S-S TYPE POLICY ug 
In the existing literature, Bouakiz and Sobel's paper ([29]) showed that a basc-
stock policy was optiInal when a dynanlic version of the "news vendor" model was 
optiInized with respect to an exponential utility criterion. No setup cost wa.s consid-
ered in their nlodel, therefore the cost-to-go at each period remained convex. How-
ever, the preservation of the prop'erty while inducing backwards is not guaranteed 
starting from stage T - 3 in our model. As we know, the explicit expression for 
JT-2(XT-2,1lT-2) is not tractable. Therefore, the convexity of the integrand in the 
integral J r!>(ST-2)dsT-2JT-2(XT-2, UT-2) is not easy to prove, unlike the case when 
the cost- to-go is convex. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion and summary of work 
In this thesis, we have considered the multi-period portfolio selection probleln in 
the presence of fixed transaction cost. The motivation of our work COlnes froln the idea 
of providing an easy-to-execute guide for investors. In contrast to the choice of using 
proportion of wealth invested in the risky assets as decision variables in IllOSt of the 
existing literature, we choose the nunlber of stock shares in the portfolio as the decision 
variable. Ivloreover, the nunlber of rebalancing opportunities is also limited to be no 
Inore than 1. 
In Chapter 2, we paralneterize the optinlal control policy in ternlS of either the 
rebalancing instant to, or il, the initial stock holdings, and ~, the absolute value of 
rebalancing anlount. Two precommitnlent policies are provided. In the first method, 
termed as "open-loop policy" , we paralneterize the policy by the rebalancing instant to 
and fix the optimal to and the corresponding rebalancing policy at tilne to in an open-
loop process. In the second method, termed as "closed-loop policy", we paranleterize 
the policy by il and~. The cost-to-go functions at each time are derived and the 
optimal rebalancing instant is detennined in a closed-loop process. Nunlerical exalnples 
are given to illustrate the solution procedures and reveal insights for real practice. 
In Chapter 3, we eliminate the restriction on the fonn of optilnal policy and try 
to derive the optimal rebalancing rule. However, after studying short horizons (2-
period and 3-period) problems, we realize that the closed-form solution for finite period 
problem is almost ilnpossible to derive due to the conlplexity of cost-to-go function. 
Therefore, we propose an approximation scheme to find an alternative for the cost-to-
go. This scheme allows the induction to be valid until tillle O. But it is difficult to 
estimate the error bound of this approxilnating optirnal policy. 
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CHAP1'EH.5. CONCLUSION AND SU!vJJ\lJAR.Y OF vVORJ< 71 
In Chapter 4, we try to derive an (8, S) type policy for our problem. The similarity 
between our 1110del and the dynalnic inventory n10del gives us hint for this approach. 
Qne new concept, "exponential I{-convex function", is raised up to describe the prop-
erty of the cost-to-go. 
For future research work, the following areas still remains to be explored. 
• A more effective approximation scheme is needed to seek for the alternative of 
the cost-to-go in Chapter 3. As illustrated in the Figure 3.6, the error is comparatively 
big in son1e interval. There should be room for improvement of the approximation 
schell1e while Inaintaining the valid induction. 
• The error bound of the approximating optimal policy in Chapter 4 is essential 
for the application of the 1110del on real practice. Therefore, more efforts should be 
spent in n1easuring the performance of this approxin1ating optimal policy. 
• F\lture study is needed to prove the preservation of this "exponential K-convexity" 
for the cost-to-go function at each period in Chapter 4. 
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